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Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics 2012-07-12 fundamentals of engineering electromagnetics is designed for an
undergraduate course in electromagnetism for students of electrical and electronics and communication engineering the
book aims to provide students with understanding of the fundamentals of electromagnetic fields and their applications in
electrical engineering and related domains
Electromagnetic Fields 2020-10-11 presents fundamental concepts of electromagnetic fields in a simplified manner covers
one two and three dimensional electrostatic boundary value problems involving laplacian fields and poissonion fields
includes exclusive chapters on eddy currents and electromagnetic compatibility discusses important aspects of magneto
static boundary value problems explores all the basic vector algebra and vector calculus along with couple of two
and three dimensional problems
Electromagnetics for Electrical Machines 2018-10-08 electromagnetics for electrical machines offers a comprehensive
yet accessible treatment of the linear theory of electromagnetics and its application to the design of electrical machines
leveraging valuable classroom insight gained by the authors during their impressive and ongoing teaching careers this text
emphasizes concepts rather than numerical methods providing presentation project problems at the end of each chapter to
enhance subject knowledge highlighting the essence of electromagnetic field emf theory and its correlation with electrical
machines this book reviews maxwell s equations and scalar and vector potentials describes the special cases leading to
the laplace poisson s eddy current and wave equations explores the utility of the uniqueness generalized poynting
helmholtz and approximation theorems discusses the schwarz christoffel transformation as well as the determination of
airgap permeance addresses the skin effects in circular conductors and eddy currents in solid and laminated iron cores
contains examples relating to the slot leakage inductance of rotating electrical machines transformer leakage inductance
and theory of hysteresis machines presents analyses of emfs in laminated rotor induction machines three dimensional field
analyses for three phase solid rotor induction machines and more electromagnetics for electrical machines makes an ideal
text for postgraduate level students of electrical engineering as well as of physics and electronics and communication
engineering it is also a useful reference for research scholars concerned with problems involving electromagnetics
The Summary of Engineering Research 1985 energy and power are fundamental concepts in electromagnetism and circuit
theory as well as in optics signal processing power engineering electrical machines and power electronics however in
crossing the disciplinary borders we encounter understanding difficulties due to 1 the many possible mathematical
representations of the same physical objects and 2 the many possible physical interpretations of the same mathematical
entities the monograph proposes a quantum and a relativistic approach to electromagnetic power theory that is based on



recent advances in physics and mathematics the book takes a fresh look at old debates related to the significance of the
poynting theorem and the interpretation of reactive power reformulated in the mathematical language of geometric algebra
the new expression of electromagnetic power reflects the laws of conservation of energy momentum in fields and circuits
the monograph offers a mathematically consistent and a physically coherent interpretation of the power concept and of
the mechanism of power transmission at the subatomic mesoscopic level the monograph proves paraphrasing heaviside that
there is no finality in the development of a vibrant discipline power theory
Bridging Circuits and Fields 2021-11-30 the book covers fundamentals and basics of engineering communication theory it
presents right mix of explanation of mathematics theory and explanation the book discusses both analogue communication
and digital communication in details it covers the subject of classical engineering communication starting from the very
basics of the subject to the beginning of more advanced areas it also covers all the basic mathematics which is required to
read the text it covers a two semester course as an undergraduate text and some topics in master s course as well
Fundamentals of Analogue and Digital Communication Systems 2021-10-03 in depth analysis of the theory properties and
description of the most potential technological applications of metamaterials for the realization of novel devices such
as subwavelength lenses invisibility cloaks dipole and reflector antennas high frequency telecommunications new designs
of bandpass filters absorbers and concentrators of em waves etc in order to create a new devices it is necessary to know
the main electrodynamical characteristics of metamaterial structures on the basis of which the device is supposed to be
created the electromagnetic wave scattering surfaces built with metamaterials are primarily based on the ability of
metamaterials to control the surrounded electromagnetic fields by varying their permeability and permittivity
characteristics the book covers some solutions for microwave wavelength scales as well as exploitation of nanoscale
em wavelength such as visible specter using recent advances of nanotechnology for instance in the field of nanowires
nanopolymers carbon nanotubes and graphene metamaterial is suitable for scholars from extremely large scientific domain
and therefore given to engineers scientists graduates and other interested professionals from photonics to nanoscience and
from material science to antenna engineering as a comprehensive reference on this artificial materials of tomorrow
Metamaterial 2012-05-16 a state of the art presentation of millimeter wave technology contains a comprehensive yet
broad spectrum of topics on generation propagation components circuits antennas and applications discusses the
importance of this new communications technology in military aerospace governmental and civil communications systems
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USB������ 2011-04-28 schaum s outline of japanese grammar covers the sequential treatment of the essentials of
japanese grammar from simpler concepts to more complex makes learning and reviewing easy concrete examples following
coverage of grammar functions promote students understanding of material practice exercises use meaningful practical
contexts to develop students mastery of grammatical elements chapter ending summary exercises let students practice all
functions learned in each section
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